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ABSTRACT
.DUDLWRVǀVKL is a short narrative that falls within a genre of stories from
fourteenth-century Japan known as otogi-]ǀVKLor ‘companion tales’. Karaito
VǀVKL was included in the 1716 Otogi-bunko (Companion library) anthology and
was advertised as educational reading for new brides, its didactic value lying in
the prominence it gives to the themes of female loyalty and filial piety. Taking the
events of the Genpei War of 1180-85 as its setting, the tale also forms part of the
reception of the Heike monogatari (The Tale of the Heike, thirteenth century).
The transitional nature of .DUDLWRVǀVKL as a Muromachi-period work is brought to
light when placed next to the tales of Shizuka and *Lǀ, which also act as Heike
reception texts and which also existed during the Muromachi period (1336-1573).
.DUDLWRVǀVKL demonstrates the optimistic overtones often found in the otogi-]ǀVKL
genre, which anticipate the this-worldly concerns of Edo-period (1603-1867)
popular fiction. This is the first time that .DUDLWRVǀVKL has been translated into
English, with the intent to add to the body of accessible works from the
Muromachi period for further academic study.
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.DUDLWRVǀVKL: A Tale of Optimism and Good Fortune.

1. Introduction
The Tale of Karaito, .DUDLWRVǀVKL, is one of approximately four hundred
narratives known as otogi-]ǀVKL, or companion tales, that emerged during the
Muromachi period (1392-1573). Otogi-]ǀVKLare short tales that draw upon
various other tales and historical events from the past and place them in a
contemporary, forward-looking setting. Until fairly recently, this genre has not
received much scholarly attention in English-based studies of pre-modern
Japanese literature and culture, especially when compared to other medieval
literary forms like renga (linked verse) or Qǀ theatre.
The name otogi-]ǀVKL, despite being widely used by scholars to discuss this
genre, is problematic because it was created in the sixteenth century and applied
retroactively to the tales. In the mid-Edo period (1603-1867), these tales were first
classified and compiled into print collections with subject matter ranging from
supernatural tales to tales of monks and nuns. Most stories classified as otogi]ǀVKLdo not have a specific date or author attached to them, but they all maintain
similarities that define them as transitional works, as they pull figures and
storylines from classical texts but include descriptions of newer socioeconomic
patterns that arose during the late medieval period, such as the upward mobility of
classes that were traditionally on the lower stratum of the societal hierarchy
originally brought from the continent.1 These narrative tales, despite their status
as literature rather than history, can reveal a great deal about the social climate of
the Muromachi period.DUDLWRVǀVKLwill be analyzed to demonstrate how the
1
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author (or authors) made use of one or more variations of the thirteenth-century
war tale Heike monogatari (Tale of the Heike) to create a new tale based on past
events.
.DUDLWRVǀVKLfirst appears in a type-set collection of twenty-three short
stories called Otogi-bunko that was published in 1716 in the city of Osaka. It also
appears in Nara e-hon (Nara-style-picture book) and emaki (scroll) format, both
early Edo-period works, which are the base texts of the Otogi-bunko collection,
discussed below. Despite being a so-called “Muromachi short story,” it can also
be looked at as an Edo-period tale, as the version used for this translation and
analysis was edited and printed in 1716. .DUDLWRVǀVKLis uncommon as an otogi]ǀVKL story because it emphasizes filial piety, a Confucian value more familiar to
the Edo-period when it was published than to the Buddhist culture of the
Muromachi-period when the story was first developed. Also uncharacteristic to
otogi-]ǀVKLis that the tale consists of two parts, according to Kazuo Tokuda’s
Otogi-]ǀVKLMLWHQ2 The first half tells the story of Karaito, servant of the great
general Minamoto no Yoritomo (1147-1199), who overhears a plan by him that
will result in the murder of her father. Hearing this, she attempts to take
Yoritomo’s life to save the life of her father and his clan, but is caught and
imprisoned. The second half of the tale concerns Karaito’s daughter, Manju. Both
characters are extremely filial, but are rewarded differently according to their
actions. Manju, playing the role of a female performer, delights the Minamoto
family god, Hachiman, convincing Yoritomo to reward her generously. Manju
2
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frees Karaito and gains material or economic rewards, which will be discussed in
more depth below. This tale can be looked upon as another addition to the oeuvre
of Heike monogatari reception texts, as it takes characters such as Yoritomo,
Yoshinaka and Tezuka that are widely known through their appearance in the
Heike monogatari, and reworks them in a new way, though the characters of
Karaito and Manju are, as far as we can see, invented for this story.
This thesis will explore the significance of KaraitRVǀVKL¶Vtreatment of
women by comparing it to episodes that focus on women in the Heike, and will
examine the defining characteristics of medieval narratives and how they fit into
the time period in which they were produced. Key concepts in .DUDLWRVǀVKL
include the roles of female loyalty and its perceived value, as well as the
DSSHDUDQFHLQWKHQDUUDWLYHRI0DWVXJDRND7HPSOH 7ǀNHLML ZKLFKGHPRQVWUDWHV
how people viewed or interpreted the history of locations associated with
important figures of the past. The interpreted history of Matsugaoka Temple in
.DUDLWRVǀVKL is particularly interesting because the real history of Matsugaoka
was known at the time of printing. Other significant features include the role of
VKLUDE\ǀVKL(white beat) dancers, the values of artistic merit and an unusual
emphasis on filial piety.3 .DUDLWRVǀVKL is an unusual tale that can greatly aid our
understanding of the genre: originally developed in the Muromachi period but
reflecting the ideals of the Edo period when it was published, in which artistic
merit and filial piety can bring fantastic secular rewards via supernatural means.

3
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2. Introduction to genre and state of field
I. Otogi-]ǀVKL as ‘medieval’ literature
.DUDLWRVǀVKLis included in the genre of otogi-]ǀVKL, a term retroactively
applied to a diverse series of texts within the greater body of medieval Japanese
literature and defined loosely as a series of transitional works pulling characters
and storylines from classical texts but reflecting the new socio-economic changes
of the Muromachi and Edo period such as the increasing upward mobility of the
lower classes. Here, I will briefly go over the characteristics of medieval literary
genres before attempting to establish some parameters for the genre otogi-]ǀVKL. I
will then explain to what extent .DUDLWRVǀVKL fits into these parameters and
demonstrate why it can be read as “medieval” beyond its time period.
The texts that have, over time, received greater attention have been
inextricably linked to societal ideas and values of what ‘literature’ is. ‘Literature’
prior to the Meiji period (1868-1912) encompassed all things that were valued as
writing,4 from historical pieces and government documents to poems and poemtales. In the pre-modern, medieval and early modern periods, up until the midMeiji period (1868-1912), the canon followed the Chinese hierarchy of genres, as
follows from high to low: Buddhist texts, Confucian texts, Histories, Chinese
belles lettres, Japanese classical poetry, and finally, vernacular tales and other
writings in kana.5 This hierarchy was employed to both legitimize and criticize
4

Haruo Shirane, ed. Traditional Japanese Literature, An Anthology, Beginnings
to 1600. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007), 12.
5
Haruo Shirane, “Introduction: Issues in Canon Formation.” In Haruo Shirane
and Tomi Suzuki, ed. Inventing the Classics: Modernity, National Identity, and
Japanese Literature. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), 4.
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the importance of various texts throughout Japanese literary history. The
hierarchy was reversed around the mid-Meiji period, where medieval narratives
began receiving some scholarly attention as part of the search for a new Japanese
national identity. Today, ‘classical’ Japanese literature is typically defined as
consisting of texts such as FKRNXVHQVKǌ (imperial poetry anthologies), nikki
bungaku (court diaries), uta monogatari (poem tales) and ǀFKǀPRQRJDWDUL
(courtly tales), the latter best exemplified by the eleventh-century Genji
monogatari (Tale of Genji). I will keep this in mind throughout the duration of
this thesis, as it is key to my understanding of Karaito as part of the larger literary
picture, particularly in regard to Heike reception.
The literary classification of the medieval period begins approximately around
the late Heian and early Kamakura periods, and includes the Muromachi period
(1333-1573), which applies most directly to .DUDLWRVǀVKL and the medieval
narratives classified as otogi-]ǀVKL in general. This is a very interesting time
period, as the macro-level societal change was that of upward mobility, meaning
that those previously without means, economic or otherwise, were now able to
access cultural products, such as literature, that were previously available only to
the uppermost social strata. It marks a point in time where literary forms such as
monogatari (tales), setsuwa (anecdotal stories), nikki (diaries) and FKRNXVHQVKǌ
(imperial poetry anthologies) essentially faded away.6 According to Ruch, “…the
Japanese middle ages comprised not an elite and a popular culture but a variety of
cultures – those of farmers, warriors, fisherfolk, courtiers, urban working people,

6
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and religious practitioners.”7 Within each of these groups were several others that
varied with age, economic power and so on. With more social mobility, for
example, aristocrats and commoners were no longer strongly segregated from one
another, allowing cultural exchanges to occur between the classes.
Part of the reason for the growing cultural exchanges between classes was
the prevalence of performing arts during this period. A rich storytelling tradition
can be seen from early on in Japan’s literary history, particularly with the belief in
the power of words through poetry for their truthfulness (kotodama), extending to
setsuwa (anecdotal stories) and the oral narrative, Heike monogatari. As Haruo
Shirane points out, however, it was with the introduction of setsuwa from India
and China that Japan’s storytelling tradition began. Literate monks passed these
tales along to Buddhist patrons from the late Heian period onward, working both
didactically and as entertainment for a wider part of the population.8

II. Setsuwa and otogi-]ǀVKL
Setsuwa are a useful point of comparison with otogi-]ǀVKLbecause of their
didacticism. Setsuwa are didactic tales, anecdotal stories, rooted mainly in
Buddhism, but they can also be secular stories that offer morals for day-to-day life.
Events and people that appear in setsuwa are treated and presented as historical
fact, written down and shared so as to teach those who would previously not have
had access to elite cultural forms, whereas monogatari were universally viewed as
7

Barbara Ruch, “The Other Side of Culture in Medieval Japan”, The Cambridge
History of Japan, 3 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990): 501.
8
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neither real nor true.9 The dissemination of previously elite cultural forms over
broader areas of society is one of the major defining characteristics of medieval
literature in general.
Since setsuwa were viewed as retellings of historical events, they tend to be
fairly formulaic, and generally begin with the date on which the event occurs and
the names of the persons involved. Members of the lower classes can appear as
heroes in setsuwa, but are easily mocked in contrast to the more dignified
treatment of upper-class heroes.10 Collections of setsuwa began emerging circa
822 and were produced over a span of several centuries before fading out circa
1350.11 The majority of setsuwa were produced between the late Heian and
Kamakura periods, which saw the compilation of the major setsuwa collections,
.RQMDNXPRQRJDWDULVKǌ (Collection of Tales of Times Now Past, ca. 1120), and
8MLVKǌLPRQRJDWDUL (A Collection of Tales from Uji, early thirteenth century).12
Setsuwa differ from monogatari precisely because they are presented as true and
historical,13 whereas monogatari are defined as fictional products.14
.DUDLWRVǀVKLand other medieval narratives classified as otogi-]ǀVKL bear
similarities to setsuwa in that they end with a moral lesson, but contrast with
setsuwa because they stray somewhat from Buddhist ideology by emphasizing
secular rewards and because they reflect the late medieval trend of JHNRNXMǀ
9

Haruo Shirane, The Bridge of Dreams, A Poetics of ‘The Tale of Genji’
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007), xvi.
10
Marian Ury, Tales of Times now Past. Sixty-Two Stories from a Medieval
Japanese Collection (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979), 17.
11
Royall Tyler, Japanese Tales (New York: Pantheon, 1987), 1ii.
12
Shirane, Traditional Japanese Literature, 671.
13
Marian Ury, 9.
14
Shirane, Traditional Japanese Literature, 671.
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(overthrowing of the upper by the lower).15 Otogi-]ǀVKL, according to Shirane,
replaced setsuwa, and are typically longer, combining elements of both
monogatari and setsuwa.16 Mulhern likens otogi-]ǀVKL to Western fairy tales and
fables17 in which a moral lesson is drawn from the actions of a main character
which lead to a “happily ever after” ending. Setsuwa, by contrast, often describe
characters failing to uphold socially acceptable norms, resulting in some form of
punishment. Otogi-]ǀVKLdidacticism therefore provides a model of good behavior
for the reader to emulate with the promise of reward, while setsuwa often serve as
a warning as to what types of behaviour should be avoided. The inherent
positivity in otogi-]ǀVKL reflects the new potential for social and economic upward
mobility made possible during the Muromachi period. The monogatari-like
elements in otogi-]ǀVKLinclude their heavy reliance on past tales, characters and
tropes. Also like monogatari, the timelines of otogi-]ǀVKL span months, years, or a
lifetime, differing only in the speed at which time passes due to their much shorter
length.18 Overall, otogi-]ǀVKL aimed to educate and entertain, and did so by using
all available literature to create a new genre that reflected the possibilities, both
real and imagined, available to the people of Muromachi society.
III. Heike monogatari as prelude to Karaito-VǀVKL
Otogi-]ǀVKLcombine aspects of the setsuwa and monogatari genres, by
borrowing the didactic focus of setsuwa and combining it with the entertainment
15

Ibid, 1098.
Ibid, 671.
17
Chieko Irie Mulhern, “Otogi-]ǀVKL. Short Stories of the Muromachi Period,”
Monumenta Nipponica, 29.2 (Summer, 1974): 183, 192.
18
Ibid, 195-197.
16
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and fictional aspects of monogatari, while differing from monogatari in its focus
on commoner life rather than courtly life.19 A major source of inspiration in
Karaito-VǀVKLis the most famous of the gunki monogatari (warrior tales), the
Heike monogatari. The Heike, as part of the broader gunki monogatari genre, is
closely related to setsuwa both because of its didacticism and status as text that
has a narrative stance of truthfulness.20 Warrior tales such as the Heike are made
up of elements or sections that work on their own as individual setsuwa,21 and,
read in their entirety, can also be taken as a large-scale setsuwa in and of
themselves. The Heike has occupied a very dynamic role in Japanese literary
history, acting as a source of inspiration for Zeami’s Qǀ theatre, for NǀZDNDPDL
(martial balladic dances), kabuki and otogi-]ǀVKL, among others.22 Today’s most
widely translated and read version of the Heike monogatari, the Kakuichi variant
of c.1371, is only one of several hundred extant textual versions that are thought
to have existed as early as the beginning of the thirteenth century.23 Major Heike
variants include: 6KLEXNDVVHQMǀGDLVDPEDQWǀMǀ+HLNHPRQRJDWDUL(The Tale of
the Heike, the third battle of a battle-record in four parts), written between 1218
and 1221, the Yashiro variant, written between 1242 and 1300, the Kamakura
variant, 1300 to1340 and finally, the previously mentioned Kakuichi text.24 While
19

Shirane, Traditional Japanese Literature, 1098.
Ibid, 671.
21
Ibid.
22
David T. Bialock, “Nation and Epic: The Tales of the Heike as Modern Classic”
In Inventing the Classics: Modernity, National Identity, and Japanese Literature,
eds. Haruo Shirane and Tomi Suzuki (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
2000), 166-168.
23
Kenneth Dean Butler, “The Heike monogatari and The Japanese Warrior Ethic,”
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 29 (1969): 94.
24
Ibid, 96, 97.
20
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the creator(s) of .DUDLWRVǀVKLtook inspiration from the Heike monogatari, we do
not know if one particular variant was used or if several versions were.
Set around the events of the Genpei war (1180-1185), Heike monogatari acts
as a Buddhist sermon that is meant to appease the spirits of the dead Heike clan.
The tale opens with Taira no Kiyomori’s (1118-1181) dramatic rise to power and
prominence in the capital and his subsequent abuse of said power. As a member
of the warrior class and head of one of two major warrior families, his political
manipulations are a point of contention for the eventually victorious Genji
(Minamoto) clan, who are based around Kamakura. Thus, the Minamoto, with the
approval of the aristocracy, and the Taira families engage in a series of battles
collectively referred to as the Genpei war(s).
By reciting the Heike, the ELZDKǀVKL (blind lute-priests) used the narrative as
both history and as a sermon to prevent natural disasters and pestilence that were
expected to result from the restless spirits of the dead Heike warriors, were they
left un-pacified. The Heike evolved greatly between 1220 and 1371, when the
Kakuichi variant emerged as the standard recited version. Thereafter, two major
ELZDKǀVKL schools emerged, one using the Kakuichi variant as its de facto
material, and the other, an earlier version. Soon after the groups’ formation, each
broke into smaller and smaller factions, each customizing their version of the tale
more and more over time.25 These competing versions are the likely origin of
some of the tales currently classified as otogi-]ǀVKL. Barbara Ruch points out that
“from a linguistic point of view, [it is] fairly certain that some stories are
25

Kenneth Dean Butler, “The Textual Evolution of the Heike Monogatari,”
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 26 (1996): 7.
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rewritings of late Heian tales; that others grew out of episodes within longer
military accounts chanted by itinerant performers; and that others were condensed
from evangelical narratives written by priests.”26 Few literary works from the
Heian and Kamakura periods have survived, making it impossible to know to
what extent any number of the otogi-]ǀVKL have replicated, changed or repeated
tales from these time periods. Are they inventions from later times, or
combinations of story fragments that were passed along and confused over time?
Whatever the case, some of these largely fictitious narratives, including the Heike,
DUHNQRZQWRKDYHEHHQXVHGE\JRYHUQLQJIDPLOLHVVXFKDVWKH+ǀMǀDQGWKH
Minamoto as a means of legitimizing their rule. Some were also treated as
historical fact and used as spirit-pacifying prayer. Thus the importance of these
tales to society should not be underestimated.
The storytelling tradition as a performing art from which many otogi-]ǀVKL,
including Karaito emerge are analogous to the ritual placatory performance art,
daimokutate, as both add to the body of Heike reception. Daimokutate is a coming
of age ceremony in which young men perform the roles of various characters
from the Heike monogatari.27 Key episodes were acted out in front of shrines
dedicated to local gods. This occurred throughout rural Japan from the late
medieval period until the early modern ages.28 As Oyler states:

26

Barbara Ruch, “The Other Side of Culture in Medieval Japan”, In Kozo
Yamamura, ed. The Cambridge History of Japan: Volume 3: Medieval Japan.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 598.
27
Elizabeth Oyler, “Daimokutate: Ritual Placatory Performance of the Genpei
War,” Oral Tradition, 21.1 (March 2006): 90.
28
Ibid.
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Its reliance on stories from the Heike also places Daimokutate in
the constellation of narrative and dramatic genres that interpreted
episodes from the Heike during the medieval and early modern ages:
the Qǀtheatre, the ballad-drama NǀZDNDPDL; the kabuki theatre; and
otogi-]ǀVKL, a narrative genre embracing both fictional and historical
tales.29

The Heike and its large body of reception works created a common point of
reference30 across genre, geographical region, and social hierarchy more than any
other work in Japanese history up to that point.31 These works of cultural capital
allowed the aristocracy greater chances for legitimizing their rule, but access was
not limited to the upper classes. Bialock explains:
... it is best to view the Heike as a structure of interrelated texts
and oral practices, with numerous points of contact with both
established and evolving centres of power, and with marginal
elements at the fringes of society.32

As part of this body of Heike reception works, .DUDLWRVǀVKLalso played a role
in the social dynamics of the time.33

29

Elizabeth Oyler, “Daimokutate,” 90-91.
Ibid.
31
Ibid., 91.
32
David T. Bialock, “Nation and Epic: The Tale of the Heike as Modern Classic,”
165.
33
Ibid.
30
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IV. The emergence of otogi-]ǀVKL
The process of urbanization, which began at the end of the Kamakura period,
continued to flourish throughout the late medieval age.34 Coins were imported
from Song China in the thirteenth century for use by the upper social strata. In
urban centres, a mercantile base was forming, with trade networks, peddlers,
tourists and entertainers selling their crafts and wares.35 It took about a century for
coins to reach the village level, as urban merchants travelled to villages to procure
goods. Peasants exposed to coin-based markets began actively selling goods they
produced or gathered, such as firewood. As a result, village production became
more specialized over time. Coins were in widespread use in villages outside
urban centres by the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The various strata of
Muromachi society became intertwined via this developing system of commerce,
and wealth, upward social mobility and urbanization spread, allowing oral tales to
reach ever larger segments of the population.
Otogi-]ǀVKL is a term that was first used in an early-eighteenth-century
compilation and now incorporates 400 to 50036 tales that were written in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.37 Otogi-]ǀVKLcover a wide range of themes,
from the supernatural to tales about monks, warriors and female entertainers.
They were developed from historical events, other forms of literature and orally34

Namboku-FKǀ -1392), Muromachi and Azuchi-Momoyama periods
(1573-1598).
35
Barbara Ruch, “The Other Side of Culture in Medieval Japan,” 511.
36
0RVWVFKRODUVVHHPWRHVWLPDWHWKHIRUPHULQFOXGLQJƿVKLPD<XNLR6KLUDQH
Araki, Mulhern and Ruch, while Virginia Skord uses the latter.
37
James T. Araki, “Otogi-]ǀVKL and Nara-ehon: A Field of Study in Flux,”
Monumenta Nipponica, 36.1 (Spring 1981): 1.
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transmitted tales, such as the Heike monogatari and various setsuwa.38 Shibukawa
Seiemon’s published compilation of twenty-three short stories represents the first
known use of the term otogi-]ǀVKL for these Muromachi-period narratives.39 This
collection, Otogi-bunko, was marketed by Shibukawa as moral education for new
brides, ostensibly containing the most interesting tales from the past: Karaito is
one of the tales included.40 The popularity of these tales among female readers
during the Tokugawa period led to a nineteenth- and twentieth-century
interpretation of the publications as guides for women that were created in the
Muromachi period as oral narratives, and later published in the Edo period to be
used as guidelines for new brides. In light of the nature of the stories and the
assumption that their intended audiences were women and children, these
collections were initially disregarded academically.41 According to Chieko Irie
Mulhern, the word otogi has its origins in the fourteenth century as a term applied
to companion-attendants (otogi-VKǌ) who acted as entertainers, tutors and
storytellers to various daimyǀ.42 Togi, on the other hand, appears as early as the
thirteenth century, as an alternate reading to yoru in a Heian period document,
with one meaning being ‘human companion’.43 This implies that the genre
originated as tales that were read by companion-attendants to high-ranking
samurai or other high-ranking or wealthy members of society. The use of the term
otogi-]ǀVKLis considered problematic by Mulhern, Araki, Ruch and Ichiko Teiji,
38

Ibid.
Barbara Ruch, “Origins of The Companion Library, 593.
40 Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
Chieko Irie Mulhern, “Otogi-]ǀVKL. Short Stories of the Muromachi Period,”
182.
43
Ibid, 181, 182.
39
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among others. As a genre, otogi-]ǀVKL is not clearly defined, as the subject matter
of the stories varies widely from one story to the next. The term otogi-]ǀVKLis
anachronistic, applied long after the period in which the tales were written, and it
is unlikely that medieval audiences viewed these numerous tales as a genre unto
themselves.44 The term otogi, companion, is perhaps more indicative of Edoperiod marketing, particularly since the first appearance of the term otogi-]ǀVKL in
relation to these medieval narratives appears to be in reference to the 1716 otogibunko collection. However, the use of the term otogi is useful as it seems to
accurately represent what these tales, as entertainment, provided to women and
men. Otogi-]ǀVKL were transcribed by those who were educated and therefore
members of the nobility, including educated samurai, Buddhist monks and so
forth. This means that these tales would have been shared amongst the educated
before being spread further across classes and society at large.45 It is, however,
likely that travelling preachers and entertainers played a greater role in the
development of this particular type of literature in its oral phase, much like the
spread of setsuwa and the Heike monogatari via the performances of monks and
ELZDKǀVKL(lute priests). The spread of otogi-]ǀVKL also parallels the increase in
people who were earning coin in the Muromachi period and into the Edo, whether
they were artisans, wood or coal gatherers, dancers, storytellers, or other
performing artists.
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The otogi-]ǀVKLgenre also includes Nara e-hon, picture books with
illustrations rendered in the ‘Nara-style’.46 These paintings are considered more
expressive, and also more naïve than emaki paintings done in the Heian and
Kamakura periods, even though they are essentially yamato-e, or ‘Japanese-style
paintings,’ the same general style as emaki illustrations.47 The colours are deep
and brilliantly vibrant,48 made even more so by the use of gold to highlight cloud
spaces framing each illustration.
Otogi-]ǀVKLversions of these books were written and/or copied and edited by
calligraphers. Each e-hon has several paintings that act as visual cues, which
added to the entertainment quality and accessibility of the tales,49 as the audience
may not have been well educated in the classics, or educated at all, making the
pictures invaluable to the dissemination of the literary products.
The measurements and materials, including paper, binding, covers, and
general structure of these books are covered in great depth by Yutaka Shimizu in
his publication, Nara Picture Books.50 The calligraphy in Nara e-hon was written
so that audiences with limited experience reading hentai-gana (variant kana)51
would be able to quickly understand the writing system, as the e-hon calligraphers
46 This
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generally used less than 120 variant characters.52 Additionally, Chinese characters
were used sparingly, “… a decided convenience to those who would read the
story aloud.”53

54
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FIGURE 1:
Ibid, 12, 13.
Sample passage from Karaito VǀVKL, book 1. NIJL
Ibid, 13.
54
http://world.nijl.ac.jp/~ip/html/n_thumbnails/karaitothum/pages/karaito%20%28
5%29_jpg_gh.htm
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Nara e-hon were produced and widely circulated from the mid-seventeenth to
early-eighteenth centuries, but existed either in scroll or book form from at least
the fourteenth century.55 $FFRUGLQJWRƿVKLPDZHOONQRZQWDOHVVXFKDVWKH
tenth-century Taketori monogatari (The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter) and Genji
monogatari were also rendered as Nara e-hon, thus showing the popularity of this
medium and its use of tales from the elite canon.56 .DUDLWRVǀVKL also exists in
Nara e-hon format. The example shown abov e, available for viewing through the
National Institute of Japanese Literature’s (NIJL) online database, demonstrates
the minimal use of Chinese characters that is common in this medium.57
The NIJL .DUDLWRVǀVKLspans two books and is complete with a transcription
of the text so that a non-specialist may read it. Book one is thirty by twenty-two
centimetres, and each of the two volumes is bound with a blue cover. Nara e-hon
generally come in three sizes: large vertical books, extra-large vertical books, and
horizontal (oblong) books. The most common are the oblong versions.58 The NIJL
copy measures 30 by 22 centimetres, thus falling under the extra-large category,
and is dated to the early Edo period, which means that the content may have been
edited to reflect the ideals of the time.59
Illustrated scrolls from the beginning of the Muromachi period that contain
various otogi-]ǀVKLnarratives have been found, so it is possible that an earlier
55
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illustrated version of .DUDLWRVǀVKL may have also existed, but thus far no
evidence for such a version has been found. Virginia Skord and Barbara Ruch
both note that otogi-]ǀVKi transmission, in its earliest forms, began with emaki
(picture scrolls) that were increasingly cut up into book form to allow for ease of
recitation. By the end of the Muromachi period, these texts were appearing in the
Nara e-hon format.60
The place of publication of the Nara e-hon is currently unknown, but it is
thought that they were produced in the major centres of commerce and trade,
including Kyoto, Sakai or Nara, although there is little if any proof supporting
Nara as one of these centres.61 The term Nara e-hon,62 much like the term otogi]ǀVKL, is misleading, as it was retroactively applied.63
Nara e-hon was first applied to these illustrated texts in 1899, in the National
Diet Library catalog,64 because it was thought that the illustrators and
calligraphers originated in Nara. Other theories regarding this term stated that the
books were compiled in Nara, although the more current theory links them to
Kyoto and Sakai because these locations were the major centres of publication in
Edo Japan.65
There is also a scroll version of Karaito that was created at approximately the
same time as the e-hon, in the early Edo period. The text consists of two scrolls in
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manuscript form.66 This raises more issues with naming and classification, as
VRPHVFKRODUVVXFKDV$NDL7DWVXU\ǀSUHIHUWRFDOOVFUROOVemaki, as they are not
books, whereas others like Miya Tsugio have chosen to distinguish the scrolls by
referring to them as otogi-]ǀVKLHPDNL, while calling the texts in booklet form
otogi-]ǀVKLH-hon. 67
The textual variants of .DUDLWRVǀVKL, including emaki and e-hon, that exist
today are products of the Edo period. At the time of the publication of Seiemon’s
collection in 1716, literature was reflecting a “...deep interest in other worlds.”68
The emaki and e-hon versions of Karaito, produced in the early Edo period,
reflect trends in literary productions of this time such as kana-]ǀVKL that saw the
appearance in print of Muromachi-period literature, such as .DUDLWRVǀVKL, that
had previously been performed.69 Kana-]ǀVKL is just as difficult to define as otogi]ǀVKL and seems to incorporate otogi- ]ǀVKL as part of itself. Kana-]ǀVKL is
vernacular prose that is printed with the intent to allow anyone access to written
texts.70 Thus, as otogi-]ǀVKL, and .DUDLWRVǀVKL in its various formats in particular,
were printed and created from the early to mid-Edo period, kana-]ǀVKL also speaks
to define the life of the .DUDLWRVǀVKL and other narratives currently called otogi]ǀVKL.
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V. State of the Field

The use of otogi-]ǀVKLas a literary term has changed greatly over time and
remains problematic. A history of the development of the term is provided by
Mulhern; I will briefly cover it here. Otogi-]ǀVKL was first used to describe
medieval companion tales in 1716 in reference to the collection Otogi-bunko.
Subsequently, the term began to appear in modern scholarship when Hagino
Yoshiyuki applied the term otogi-]ǀVKL to tales from the fifteenth to the
seventeenth-centuries in 1901 when he compiled twenty stories in a new
collection comparable to Shibukawa Seiemon’s.71 In 1931, otogi-]ǀVKL was
labelled a literary genre by Shimazu Hisamoto. Shimazu expanded the genre to
include all short stories of the Muromachi period.72 Sasano Ken, in 1935, looked
at both otogi-]ǀVKL and Nara e-hon (Nara picture books), and claimed that only
those tales that were made into e-hon should be designated otogi-]ǀVKL. He also
speculated that these tales were meant primarily for women and children, and
because of this, were fairy-tale-like in nature.73 The next scholar mentioned by
Mulhern is Kuwata Tadachika, who claimed that despite the fairy-tale nature of
otogi-]ǀVKL, they were meant for all sexes and ages.74 This reflects the Edo-period
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tendency to create texts that could be read and understood despite age, gender or
education.75
Ichiko Teiji was the first scholar to treat otogi-]ǀVKL as serious literature in
need of inclusion in surveys of Japanese literary history and academic attention.
By examining all of the existing diaries kept between 1340 and 1622, Ichiko
discovered that the tales were read by both men and women. The diaries were by
and large those of monks, but an interesting passage from a samurai’s diary is
highlighted by Araki as showing that men were consuming these stories along
with women, and that some of the tales were written in kanbun, rendering them
mostly unreadable by women, who were not often educated in kanbun. Despite
Ichiko’s findings, however, the stereotype of otogi-]ǀVKL as stories for women and
children still prevailed in the 1970s. Even Japanese textbooks still tended to
describe them as fairy-tale-like.
As a result, otogi-]ǀVKL remained largely overlooked in textbooks and reference
works and were rarely studied or critically discussed. Part of the reason for this
lack of attention was due to the application of Western literary theory to the texts.
A good example of this can be seen in Chieko Irie Mulhern’s article, “Otogi-]ǀVKL.
Short Stories of the Muromachi Period.” Mulhern, summing up the general
attitude of literary scholars to the genre, states that due to their “…less educated
readership…”, otogi-]ǀVhi are lacking in “… nature description, psychological
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depth, atmosphere, and poetry,” rendering them somewhat clichéd in theme and
expression.76
Mulhern, however, offers a very systematic discussion of the potential
history of the genre as well as a breakdown of the sub-categories defined
by Ichiko, which are as follows:
(1) Tales of
Aristocrats

(2) Religious Tales

(3) Warrior Tales

(a) love stories

(a) religious
awakening

(a) fights with
monsters and villains

(b) poetic tales

(b) homosexual tales

(b) legends of the
Genpei wars

(c) stepchildren
(c) religious anecdotes
tales, both (i)
aristocratic and (ii)
folklore versions

(c) tales of revenge,
based on real events
and folklore

(d) temple/ deity
origins
(e) religious
admonition/ instruction
Table 1.77

These subcategories are contested by other scholars, particularly Araki, who
argues that they are arbitrary and problematic because each narrative could
potentially fit into more than one category.78 Araki sees a definite need for
increased interdisciplinary study that goes beyond descriptive studies of
individual texts.79 Attention does seem to be growing: in 2009 a special edition of
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the Japanese Journal of Religious Studies takes an interdisciplinary approach to
otogi-]ǀVKL, with contributions by Elizabeth Oyler, Hank Glassman and Keller
Kimbrough.80 The special edition approaches the tales from a religious standpoint,
but deals with a variety of topics within that framework, including gender and art
history. Without more such studies, it is unlikely that a good way of organizing
and understanding these texts will be found, because, as Araki states, they are far
more complex than categories can sufficiently describe.81
This thesis is the first to introduce .DUDLWRVǀVKLinto English, adding to the
small number of works translated into English since the 1950s.82 I hope that this
contribution exposes more people to Japanese medieval narratives and assists
future studies in the field. I have followed Araki’s request for more in-depth
studies of single tales, in-depth annotations and full translations.83
Searching for Japanese scholarship on otogi-]ǀVKL in the National Institute of
Japanese Literature’s database returns about 1200 articles published. Of these,
only ten discuss .DUDLWRVǀVKL and all ten have been published within the past
twenty years, showing that this narrative has only recently attracted any attention.
It receives little mention in English publications too, except for short summaries
found in Morrell and Morell, and the NIJL website, the latter of which includes an
English summary. The most detailed treatment of Karaito appears in the Zen
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6DQFWXDU\RI3XUSOH5REHV-DSDQ¶V7ǀNHLML&RQYHQW6LQFH84 because of the
DSSHDUDQFHRI0DWVXJDRNDZKLFKLVSDUWRIWKH7ǀNHLMLFRPSOH[7KXVWKLVWKHVLV
will greatly add to the field by providing deeper context to Karaito that will
expand accessibility and readership in English, and hopefully spur more interest
in otogi-]ǀVKLand other Heike monogatari reception works. It will also provide
new insights into Muromachi- and Edo-period society.

7KH6LJQLILFDQFHRI.DUDLWRVǀVKL
The cultural products of the Muromachi period occupy a transitional position
between earlier and later genres. As Mulhern explains,
...from the viewpoint of literary history, otogi-]ǀVKL serves as a link in
the literary transition from the Heian and Kamakura novels expressing
aristocratic ideals to the Edo short stories of contemporary commoner
life.85

I will demonstrate the transitional nature of otogi-]ǀVKLusing the content of
.DUDLWRVǀVKLas an exemplar of the ethos of the Muromachi and late medieval
period, and demonstrate that Karaito contains particular socially-valued concepts
that are representative of the period in which it was produced. I will compare
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Karaito to two other texts, *Lǀ, an episode in the Heike monogatari that also
appears as an individual otogi-]ǀVKL at the end of the Muromachi period,86 and
Shizuka, another Heike reception text that is not an otogi-]ǀVKL, but appears in nǀ
plays, Nara e-hon adapted from the earlier kǀwakamai (ballad-drama) genre, and
acts as an important point of comparison.

I.

Background to .DUDLWRVǀVKL
.DUDLWRVǀVKLdated to the latter half of the Muromachi period87, is set during
the Genpei War, and begins with a meeting between Minamoto no Yoritomo and
WKHOHDGHUVRIWKHHLJKWSURYLQFHVRI.DQWǀZKRPKHFRQYLQFHGWRDFWLQXQLVRQ
against his family members, particularly Yoshinaka. This tale creates a new story
within the context of the Heike from a new perspective meant for popular
consumption, as it only borrows the setting and a few key historical figures,
including Yoritomo, Yoshinaka, and Karaito’s father, Tezuka no Mitsumori, who
has a brief appearance in the Heike monogatari.
The narrative begins with Yoritomo ordering his generals to prepare to
dispose of Yoshinaka. Karaito, whose father, Tezuka no Mitsumori,88 is in
Yoshinaka’s service, warns Yoshinaka of the plot since his death would also
mean the death of her father. She requests that Yoshinaka send her a family
heirloom, a dagger, which she intends to use to kill Yoritomo. Yoshinaka is
86
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impressed by the bold plan and sends the dagger, which she secretly carries at all
times, but she is caught and imprisoned before she can carry out her plan.
Manju, Karaito’s daughter living in their home province of Shinano, hears of
Karaito’s imprisonment and decides to go to Kamakura to find her. Manju’s wet
nurse Sarashina joins her, and together they set out on their journey towards
Kamakura. There, they find work as servants and carry out their search. They are
hard-working and manage to locate Karaito and continue to visit her secretly until
a rescue plan can be made.
In the meantime, six pine trees miraculously grow overnight in Yoritomo’s
quarters, and a diviner tells him that he should find VKLUDE\ǀVKL to perform at
Tsurugaoka, where the Minamoto family deity Hachiman is enshrined. Hearing
this, Sarashina convinces Manju to try out, as she is exceptionally skilled at song
and dance, having inherited the gift of music from her mother. She performs so
well that Hachiman reacts by banging the doors to his shrine and Yoritomo grants
Manju whatever she desires. Manju requests her mother’s release, and the three
women happily return to their home province with numerous material rewards
bestowed upon them by Yoritomo and his family.
The narrative combines historical subject matter, namely the Genpei wars,
with newer narrative paradigms, such as economic gain and the freedom of people
of the lower classes to serve the upper classes at their own discretion. Although
Karaito and her daughter may not be commoners per se, their actions and the
outcome of their story reflect the increasingly upward mobility of the working
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class of the late medieval period and represent a “success story” that would likely
seem attainable to the story’s audience.

II.

The sKLUDE\ǀVKL in Karaito, *Lǀ, and Shizuka

Manju’s performance at the end of Karaito is of special interest because it
introduces a female archetype, the VKLUDE\ǀVKL(white rhythm) dancer that is
found in the Heike and texts that draw upon it. 6KLUDE\ǀVKL are figures who arose
during the mid-Heian period, peaked around the twelfth century and disappeared
by the end of the Kamakura, or early Muromachi periods,89 and are usually
considered to be marginal characters. Strippoli argues, however, that the
VKLUDE\ǀVKL’s role is actually much more complex, as they were simultaneously
marginalized as performers yet were also hired professionals working for
powerful individuals, granting them a special place in the sociopolitical arena. For
example, VKLUDE\ǀVKL had the freedom to go uninvited to the houses of important
people,90 a unique characteristic which will be analyzed in Karaito, *Lǀ and
Shizuka below. According to Goodwin, two main arguments exist on the status of
VKLUDE\ǀVKLand other similar ‘marginal’ female roles, asobi and kugutsu. The first
is that these women belonged to the shokunin class (people of skill), a group
allotted agricultural income because of their placement under a palace office.91
Under such an office, which may have included the 1DLN\ǀEǀ (Office of
89
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Entertainment) or Gagaku bureau,92 the VKLUDE\ǀVKL were permitted to travel at
will. The second argument for the societal position held by VKLUDE\ǀVKL places
them on the margins of society, not in the sense that they were necessarily viewed
in a derogatory light, but rather, that they operated outside of the usual social
structures.93 This view maintains that the women working as entertainers may
have been exploited by their “mothers;” the FKǀMD, those in charge of the
entertainment groups. On the other hand, Kawashima indicates that Minamoto no
Yoritomo appointed an official (EHWWǀ) to oversee the affairs of asobi.94 This
proves that the marginality of the VKLUDE\ǀVKL is not clear, as they have an official
standing with Yoritomo, but may also operate in a matrilineal system under the
EHWWǀ. It should be noted that while asobi and VKLUDE\ǀVKL are both female
entertainers, Goodwin and Kawashima distinguish them from one another, and
focus mainly on the former.
Whether they were outsiders to the system of social hierarchy or members of
officially sanctioned entertainment classes, VKLUDE\ǀVKL were still considered to be
vulgar when compared to aristocratic women, as they sang in public with
uncovered faces and played the drum, which was seen as indelicate next to the
aristocrat’s instruments, the biwa and koto. The VKLUDE\ǀVKL’s costume, which was
usually, but not always, a man’s outfit of white shirt and hakama95 had erotic
overtones.
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There has been much debate on the origin and meaning of the word
shirabyǀVKL. The general consensus is that the K\ǀVKLelement means ‘rhythm’.96
On the meaning of shira, however, consensus has not been reached, although it
appears to be a type of “... plain beat corresponding in some unspecified way to
the one called VKLUDE\ǀVhi in Buddhist chants...”97. The VKLUDE\ǀVKL have long hair,
and are compared to legendary Chinese women such as Yang Guifei in some
texts,98 thus exoticising them and adding to their erotic appearance. Because
Karaito plays the biwa but does not sing or dance she is not, by the above
definition, a VKLUDE\ǀVKL. She is introduced as a court musician who is recognized
for her astounding talent on the biwa.
%RWKRIWKHIHPDOHFKDUDFWHUV6KL]XNDDQG*LǀDSSHDULQWKHHeike
monogatari as sKLUDE\ǀVKL, and both are connected to major figures in the tale.
Shizuka appears very briefly in the Heike as the lover of Minamoto no Yoshitsune
(1159-1189), half-brother99 of Minamoto no Yoritomo (1149-1199), the leader of
the Minamoto clan. In the Gikeiki (The Story of Yoshitsune, c.1411), Shizuka’s
story is expanded upon in detail. She ends up as a prisoner of Yoritomo in
Kamakura because of her connection to Yoshitsune, who is threatening to usurp
power from Yoritomo.100 Pregnant with Yoshitsune’s child, she is held until she
gives birth, and her newborn son is immediately killed. She is thereafter made to
perform for Yoritomo, but she takes the opportunity to mock his inability to
96
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capture her lover, Yoshitsune. Despite her insult, she is rewarded with freedom.
Thereafter, she takes the tonsure and enters Amida’s Pure Land.
*Lǀis less violently tragic than Shizuka, but has thematic similarities to both
Shizuka and Karaito*Lǀ¶VWDOHLVDUHODWLYHO\VHOI-contained section of the Heike
monogatari which demonstrates the callous nature of Kiyomori. Seven versions
of the tale exist as otogi-]ǀVKL, copied nearly verbatim from the Heike.101 *LǀDQG
her sister Ginyo reside with their mother, Toji, at Taira no Kiyomori’s (11181181) residence thanks to Toji’s popularLW\DQG*Lǀ¶VEHDXW\DQGWDOHQWIRU
singing LPD\ǀ. Kiyomori, the ruthless general of the Taira (Heike) clan, arguably
causes the Genpei wars102 to occur, due to his political manipulations in the
capital, causing anger among the nobility and the Taira clan’s main rival, the
*HQML7KHJHQHUDOLVH[WUHPHO\IRQGRI*LǀDQGKHU\RXQJHUVLVWHUDOVRHQMR\V
the popularity of the court. They are provided with a house, rice and other
necessities. Hotoke, a young VKLUDE\ǀVKL, arrives at Kiyomori’s residence without
LQYLWDWLRQEXWLVWXUQHGDZD\*LǀUHTXHVWVWKDW+RWRNHEHOHWLQWRSHUIRUPDVVKH
is so young and would benefit from the experience. Kiyomori assents to this and
invites a very surprised Hotoke into his court. Because Kiyomori is portrayed as
such a powHUIXOUXWKOHVVILJXUHLWLVLQWHUHVWLQJWKDWKHZRXOGKXPRU*Lǀ¶V
request. Hotoke, upon performing, proves to have such an exceptional talent for
both singing and dancing that she is not allowed to leave the palace. Although she
101
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court. The Taira, led by Kiyomori, held too much power in the capital
according to Yoritomo. See Section I-III, above.
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protests to avoid embarraVVLQJ*LǀVKHLVIRUFHGWRVWD\ZKLOH*LǀLVGLVPLVVHG
from service, along with her mother and sister.
$IWHUDWLPH.L\RPRULVHQGVDPHVVDJHUHTXHVWLQJ*LǀWRUHWXUQDQGSHUIRUP
IRU+RWRNHZKRKDVEHFRPHPHODQFKRO\RYHU*Lǀ¶VGLVPLVVDO*LǀKDVQRZLVh to
return and perform, but Toji convinces her that it would be better to go,
PHQWLRQLQJKRZXQFHUWDLQVH[XDOOLDLVRQVFDQEH*LǀGRHVUHWXUQWR.L\RPRUL¶V
residence and sings, but does not dance, as Kiyomori dismisses her before she can
finish her reluctant performance. However, those surrounding Kiyomori are
brought to tears and feel sympathy for her plight despite her dismissal by the most
powerful man present.
*Lǀ¶VVWRU\GHPRQVWUDWHVWKHDVVHUWLYHQDWXUHRIWKHVKLUDE\ǀVKL in way they
can show up unannounced and also how much influence they might have over
men of power. Although Kiyomori is unreceptive to Hotoke at first, he is
VXUSULVLQJO\UHFHSWLYHWR*Lǀ¶VUHTXHVWWRDOORZKHUWRSOD\
Toji’s speech reveals that this group of VKLUDE\ǀVKL do more than just sing and
dance for a living, which appears to be typical for literary female travelling
entertainers. In Heian and early Kamakura Japan, at the peak of the VKLUDE\ǀVKL¶V
role, prostitution did not necessarily have negative connotations.103 There is some
stigma associated with these women in some medieval texts, but not in others,
where the appearance of female entertainers works to teach a didactic lesson or
assist others on the path to enlightenment. Such roles suggest that these characters
cannot easily be placed into simple categories such as “marginal” or
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Strippoli, 39.
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“acceptable.”104 Unless it is specifically mentioned in the text, as it is in *Lǀ, there
is no way to determine whether female entertainers in the literature were also
involved in prostitution. Shizuka, as another example, is pregnant with
Yoshitsune’s son, but we do not know if this is related to her occupation as a
VKLUDE\ǀVKL, or if it is for entirely different reasons, such as marriage.

III.

Filial piety and .DUDLWRVǀVKL
Karaito and Manju are very exemplary of loyalty in the form of filial piety,
although the text celebrates Manju’s actions while ignoring Karaito’s. This seems
to speak of expectations and values assigned to females, and also perhaps explains
why this tale was included in Shibukawa’s collection of twenty-three otogi-]ǀVKL
The text opens with Karaito planning to assassinate Yoritomo with an heirloom
GDJJHUDVDPHDQVRIVDYLQJKHUIDWKHU7H]XNDQR7DUǀ0LWVXPRULZKRZRUNV
closely with Yoshinaka. Her actions are full of an agency that is not normally
associated with female characters. However, she is eventually imprisoned in a
stone cave as a result of her treacherous behaviour towards Yoritomo.
Manju, on the other hand, is assertive in her desire to rescue her mother, and
acts on this desire without asking permission to do so. This immediately sets her
in a different light from a more traditional female character, and thus alludes to
her holding a different role in society. After finding her mother and performing
LPD\ǀ and dancing, her filial piety is rewarded handsomely and praised by the text.
This is perhaps due to the difference in how she performs both her filial duty and
104

See Terry Kawashima, Writing Margins for an in-depth study of the role of
medieval female performers.
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her gender. Karaito’s awesome plan of assassination would not have been
regarded as the type of moral education that new brides should be receiving, had
that behaviour been rewarded. Manju, on the other hand, embodies the
VKLUDE\ǀVKL, singing LPD\ǀ and dancing. “When they [LPD\ǀ] are sung with
sincerity at shrines and temples, they bring about divine revelations and fulfill our
wishes...obtain[ing] for people their desire for official positions, prolong human
life and immediately cure illnesses.”106 They acted as a means of communicating
supernaturally.107
This is seen when the doors to Hachiman’s shrine thump as Manju performs.
Besides the release of Karaito, Manju also gains considerable reward that includes
various types of commodities like rice, silk and gold. This parallels Shizuka, as
Shizuka is also rewarded in the text, but under a different emotional setting, and
without a great deal of admiration from Yoritomo. Since Shizuka has already
taken partial tonsure, it can be assumed that she will eventually take full tonsure,
following what is traditionally seen in literature as a typical resolution.
*LǀLVPRUHWUDGLWLRQDOLQWKHVHQVHWKDWWKHUHZDUGIRUWKHZRPHQLQWKHWDOHLV
that of salvation in the Pure Land as opposed to physical rewards, like those
received by Shizuka and Manju. The ending of Karaito still differs, though, as
their departure from Kamakura is amicable and the ending happy in general.
Manju receives worldly goods, her mother’s freedom and recognition as a filial
daughter, whereas Shizuka witnesses her child die in a horrific manner, performs
106

Yung-Hee Kim, 6RQJVWR0DNHWKH'XVW'DQFH7KH5\ǀMLQKLVKǀRI7ZHOIWKCentury Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 40.
107
Michele Marra, “The Buddhist Mythmaking of Defilement: Sacred Courtesans
in Medieval Japan.” The Journal of Asian Studies 52.1 (Feb., 1993), 54.
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DQGWKHQOHDYHVWKHFDSLWDOZLWKZRUOGO\JRRGVDQG*LǀDQGKHUFRPSDQLRQV
simply retire from the world, achieving a great reward in and of itself, rebirth.
Arguably, the artistic achievement of Manju is superior to the other characters
because of the pleasure shown by the god(s) for her performance. As such, she
arguably becomes the most successful character in that her textual ending is
happy. This pleasure, by the god of the Minamoto clan, equates to the forgiveness
of the subversive nature of Karaito and of Manju’s actions. It also reflects what is
seen in Edo-period literature: a secular focus that includes finances and also
integrates a concern with ethics and morals.108
The Edo period saw an emphasis on Neo-Confucian principles take dominance
over Buddhist principles.109 Instructional books and books meant to entertain
were also being heavily consumed by families wishing to educate their
daughters.110 Thus, with its emphasis on the rewards of filial behaviour, Karaito
would have fit perfectly with the climate of Confucian learning occurring during
the Edo period. While it is unusual to see this emphasis on filial piety as opposed
to impermanence or rebirth and so forth, filial piety as an ethical code existed
from the introduction of the Confucian Analects in the ancient period.111 Filial
piety is found all throughout medieval Japanese literature, and as such, the
attention it receives in .DUDLWRVǀVKL is not all that unusual. One can only
speculate how much the original oral, and possibly written version(s) focused on
this principle, but the greatest indication of the presence of filial piety in the tale
108

Haruo Shirane, Early Modern Japanese Literature, 15.
Yutaka Yabuta, “Rediscovering Women in Tokugawa Japan,” 10.
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Ibid, 11, 13.
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prior to the Edo period is the very fact that Karaito survived over time. Its theme
and focus, filial piety, fell perfectly in line with consumer demands in the Edo
period for women to be educated and entertained in ways that fit a Neo-Confucian
world view.

IV.

Comparison of themes in .DUDLWRVǀVKL and Heike monogatari

While the forgiveness granted to Manju for her filial act extends to Karaito,
who was kept as a prisoner of Yoritomo for her treacherous act, the text does not
LQGLFDWHZKHWKHURUQRWWKLVIRUJLYHQHVVH[WHQGVWR7H]XNDQR7DUǀDQG<RVKLQDND
The audience is left to interpret this as they wish, while ensuring that in the
alternate world this text creates, Manju, Karaito, the grandmother and Sarashina
keep their agency, even when the events of the Heike monogatari occur. In this
sense, .DUDLWRVǀVKLis vastly different from the Heike, because it takes characters
and an event that is so well known today, the Genpei wars and Yoritomo’s desire
to murder his cousin, Yoshinaka, and reinterprets them in a different context,
where Karaito functions as a kind of medieval ‘fan-fiction’. Yoritomo, for
example is seen as both a villain and a benevolent leader in this text, despite being
seen negatively in the Heike and the tale 6KL]XND*Lǀ, unlike either the former or
latter, represents a verbatim retelling of a tale in its original form. As for the
female characters in the HeikeDV6WULSSROLVWDWHV³*LǀDQGWKHRWKHUVPD\RUPD\
not have existed, but the events and characteristics of their lives may well
resemble those of actual VKLUDE\ǀVKL performers who lived in late Heian and
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Kamakura Japan, resided in the capital, and associated with men belonging to the
higher spheres of society.”112 This idea can also be applied to Karaito.
.DUDLWRVǀVKL is set around the events of the Genpei War, but reflects ideas
and concepts that were held in the fifteenth century about the past, which add to
the intrigue of this tale as a part of the reception of the Heike monogatari, but
with new stories involving characters that people would have been aware of. This
is not forgetting that the Kakuichi text of the Heike monogatari dates from the
fourteenth century, but rather focusing on its oral past.
Matsugaoka, the temple that Karaito is sent to by Yoritomo, is part of the
temple-FRPSOH[7ǀNHL-ji, and is a further example of what people saw as
historical, used in a new way. By this I mean that this temple-complex was not
actually built until 1285, but exists in Karaito, which opens in the autumn of 1183,
during the Genpei war of 1180 to 1185. There are several travel diaries from the
Edo period concerning the founding and early history of this temple-complex,
PDQ\RIZKLFKDWWULEXWHWKHIRXQGLQJRIWKH7ǀNHL-ji to Yoritomo’s aunt (Lady
Mino), thanks to the Kamakura monogatari (The Kamakura Story), of 1659 113
that states,
In the days of the Great Commander of the Right [Yoritomo] there
ZDVDWHPSOHKHUHFDOOHG'ǀVKLQML/RUG<RULWRPR¶VDXQW>/DG\0LQR@
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Roberta Strippoli, 8.
Sachiko Kaneko Morrell and Robert E. Morrell. Zen Sanctuary of Purple
5REHV-DSDQ¶V7ǀNHLML&RQYHQW Since 1285. (Albany: State University of New
York Press, 2006), 41.
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became a nun and was abbess of this convent. From this time the
temple continuously prospered.114

There is, as stated in Zen Sanctuary, no evidence in historical records or
artifacts that support the notion stated in the above quote.115 Travel accounts,
gazetteers and histories from the mid- to late Edo period do discuss this common
misconception from the medieval period. Interestingly enough, though, a travel
guide for Kamakura, the Newly Edited Guide to Kamakura (Shimpen Kamakura
shi), of 1685 already dismisses the claim made in Kamakura monogatari by
LGHQWLI\LQJWKHIRXQGHURI7ǀNHLMLDV$EEHVV.DNXVDQLQ116. Kamakura’s
Select Sites (.DPDNXUDUDQVKǀNǀ), published in 1829, states what was claimed in
WKHSXEOLFDWLRQDERXWWKHRULJLQVRIWKH7ǀNHLML, while explicitly correcting
this view by referring to the Historical Notes on Matsugaoka (Matsugaoka
NDNRFKǀ .117 Pointed to in the same manuscript is the question concerning why
this tHPSOH0DWVXJDRND 7ǀNHLML DSSHDUVLQWKHotogi-]ǀVKL, Karaito.118 Since the
convent was initially built for granting sanctuary to women,119 it is possible that it
was only included in Karaito to represent the concept of a safe space. It is also
possible that the oral tradition behind the text subscribed to the idea of a temple
for granting sanctuary, therefore leaving it intact when the narrative was later
written down. This again shows us what types of ideas were circulating about
114

Sachiko Kaneko Morrell and Robert E. Morrell, 41. This quotation is complete,
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116 Ibid, 65.
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history and origins during the Muromachi period, despite known or unknown
facts, and also relates back to the reinterpretation of historical characters and the
people surrounding them120.

4. Conclusion
There is no proof that the characters in Karaito, aside from Yoritomo,
Masako, and some male warrior figures, actually existed. The story dates to the
beginning of the Muromachi period,121 approximately three centuries after any of
the events described in the tale occurred. Despite Karaito being dated to the
Muromachi period, its themes are very much in line with those of some Edoperiod texts, for example its emphasis on filial piety and this-worldly rewards.
Thematically, Karaito presents a forward progression while looking back upon
historical characters and events that would have been familiar to Karaito’s
contemporary audience. Since the Muromachi was a time of increased social
mobility, the tale is lighthearted with relatively independent female characters
who are successful and make clear worldly gains, while the females in the older
otogi-]ǀVKL, *Lǀ, and the women of Shizuka, as this tale appears in other genres,
despite some successes, are shown in a world of impermanence and suffering.
Although there is an optimism throughout the otogi-]ǀVKLgenre, and a sense that
anything is possible (even if it is not), Karaito is a truly positive tale which
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6XFKDV<RULWRPRDQG+ǀMǀ0DVDNR
Kazuo Tokuda, 205.
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presents a true mixing of the social classes and the realization of personal
aspirations.122
Confucian piety, rather than Buddhist suffering, works as the ideological
base for .DUDLWRVǀVKL The rewards for good behavior, true to Confucian
philosophy, are secular in nature, and contrast highly with the Buddhist rewards
of *Lǀ and Shizuka, which can only be attained in the afterlife. The filial bond
between Karaito and Manju is affected by male influence, but never dominated by
it, and, in the end, overcomes it completely. Karaito’s optimistic message about
the chance for personal success against all odds demonstrates the great social
changes that were occurring in the Muromachi period when it was written.
Despite borrowing heavily from the Heike monogatari and other previous works,
Karaito is filled with possibilities that would have previously been unattainable in
those stories. Karaito is an uplifting tale that deals pragmatically with the
potential of the now, rather than the foreboding notion of impermanence.
The implications for Karaito as an educational text for brides focuses on the
idea of filial piety, despite the violent nature of Karaito herself. As it is Manju
who receives the greatest reward, perhaps it is the idealized feminine trope that
she represents that shows what ‘proper’ piety looks like in an exaggerated form.

5.DUDLWRVǀVKLin translation
I. Notes on translation

122
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The base text for this translation appears in the 2WRJL]ǀVKL volume of the
Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei, edited by Ichiko Teiji and published by Iwanami
Shoten.123 The NKBT source text for .DUDLWRVǀVKL is taken from the collection
held by Ueno Toshokan (Ueno Library). The base text for the Nihon Koten
Bungaku =HQVKǌ text of Karaito sǀVKLSXEOLVKHGE\6KǀJDNXNDQ124 is Otogibunko, originally compiled by Shibukawa Seiemon. This collection is housed in
7RN\RGDLJDNXNRNXEXQJDNXNHQN\ǌVKLWVX (Tokyo University National Literary
Research Institute). For ease of understanding, I used one name where several
titles were given in the text for the same character.
II. .DUDLWRVǀVKL
,QWKHDXWXPQRI+\ǀHQR6XNH125 Yoritomo of Kamakura126 summoned
WKHVDPXUDL OHDGHUV RIWKHHLJKWSURYLQFHVRI.DQWǀ127 Upon their arrival,
Yoritomo greeted them from an inner gate and commanded, “I ask of you to
listen! From the beginning, the Heike ensured to cause doubt to fall in the capital
about Yoritomo, causing my removal to Kamakura. However, Kiso no Sama no
123

Ichiko, Teiji ᕷྂ㈆ḟHG³.DUDLWR6ǀVKL၈⣒ࡉ࠺ࡋ” 2WRJL]ǀVKL ᚚఞⲡᏊ .
Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei ᪥ᮏྂᩥᏛ⣔ 38. Tokyo: Iwanami
Shoten ᒾἼ᭩ᗑ, 1980.
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.RWHQ6KǌVHL᪂₻᪥ᮏྂ㞟ᡂ7RN\R6KLQFKǀVKD᪂₻♫, 1980.
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Assistant Commander of the Middle Palace Guards.
Minamoto no Yoritomo, 1147-1199.
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The eight provinces, all loyal to Yoritomo, are: Sagami ┦ᶍ, (modern
Kanagawa ⚄ዉᕝ), Musashi Ṋⶶ, (mod. Saitama ᇸ⋢/ Tokyo ᮾி), Awa Ᏻ,
(mod. Chiba ༓ⴥ), Kazusa ୖ⥲ (also mod. Chiba ༓ⴥ), Shimǀsa ୗ⥲ (mod.
Chiba ༓ⴥ), Hitachi ᖖ㝣, (mod. Ibaraki Ⲉᇛ), Kǀzuke, mod ୖ㔝 (mod.
Gunma ⩌㤿), and Shimotsuke ୗ㔝 (mod. Tochigi ᰣᮌ).
126
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kami128 Yoshinaka129 and Minamoto no Yukiie’s tenth grandson, Minamoto no
Tameyoshi130 and their supporters, full of ambitious conceit, think that they can
visit the Emperor, or become Regent or Retired Emperor. They behave just as
they want to, and it is outrageous. Therefore, prior to disposing of the Heike, we
will rid ourselves of Yoshinaka. We will send Satake no Kanja131 and Yoshitsune
to the capital to execute this plan. By the Tenth Month, it shall be done! Take all
of your forces with you. Now prepare!” ordered Yoritomo. The group of samurai
yelled “Understood!” and returned to their respective provinces to prepare.
Karaito, one of the female servants of the palace, was also present before the
commander of Kamakura, Yoritomo, at the decisive moment. This woman was
WKHGDXJKWHURI7H]XNDQR7DUǀ.DQD]DVKLQR0LWVXPRUL132 of Shinano province,
and a subordinate of Lord Kiso.133 She was excessively skilled at playing the biwa
and the koto, and so, in her eighteenth year, was summoned to Kamakura and
placed in charge of the gagaku,134 but felt great pity as she was performing for the
ones who would ultimately be responsible for the deaths of both Lord Kiso and
her father. She felt that she must, by all means, inform Lord Kiso of this plot, and
so secretly sent a highly detailed letter to the capital with the aid of a low-ranking
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Master of the Left Horse Guards.
Minamoto no Yoshinaka, 1154-1184.
130
Minamoto no Yukiie, d.1186.
131
Satake no Takayoshi.
132
Ancestry unclear; descendant of Seiwa Genji and member of Kanazashi clan of
shrine priests at Suwa Shrine in Shinano. Mitsumori appears in the Heike
monogatari as the victorious opponent of Sanemori (VII:8) and as one of Kiso’s
warriors in his final battle (IX:4).
133
Kiso noYoshinaka.
134
The Gagaku 㞞ᴦ means court or elegant music. Here, it is being played in
Yoritomo’s palace as a means of showing his refinement.
129
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male servant. This man departed from Kamakura, and is said to have arrived in
the capital after thirteen days, passing Karaito’s letter to Lord Kiso with the aid of
Karaito’s father Tezuka.
Yoshinaka opened the letter, wondering what tidings from the wind it held. It
said, “In the centre of Kamakura, an important council has taken place regarding
Lord Kiso, in which the two provinces of the north, Michinoku and Dewa, and the
SURYLQFHVRI.DQWǀMRLQHGforces. According to what I overheard, they will arrive
in the capital around the middle of the Tenth Month. If you are pleased with this
information, please grant my father Tezuka the provinces of Echigo and Shinano.
If you do so, I will somehow give you Yoritomo’s life in one stab. From among
Lord Kiso’s family heirlooms, the dagger called Chiyakui is what I humbly
request to use as my aid,” was emphatically written. Yoshinaka looked this over
and thought intently about the unusual nature of her letter, then replied,
“I am very grateful to you for letting me know so swiftly. To show my
gratitude at this time, I grant your father Echigo and Shinano. If you, Karaito, take
<RULWRPR¶VOLIHWKHQ\RXUIDWKHUZLOOEHJUDQWHGWKHHLJKWSURYLQFHVRI.DQWǀ135
and I intend that he should rule all under the skies as vice-VKǀJXQ
If this happens, then you, Karaito, must become my principal wife! If your
life, impermanent as dew, is extinguished, then I shall repay my obligation to your
father. Do not let anyone know of this.” Yoshinaka wrote. The blade called
Chiyakui, heirloom of the Kiso clan, was included with the reply letter and
entrusted to the servant, who carried them back to Kamakura.
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Karaito examined the letter, and was overjoyed. She carried the dagger next
to her body at all times, and it is frightening how she sought to take Yoritomo’s
life each time he slept. As might be expected, Yoritomo, being Commander, was
privileged with great good fortune, and somehow Karaito could not strike him
time and time again.
However, on one particular occasion, Karaito accompanied Yoritomo’s
mother136 to her herbal bath. The bath that day was organised by Tsuchiya no
6DEXUǀ0RWRVXNH0RWRVXNHVDZWKHGDJJHUKLGGHQEHQHDWK.DUDLWR¶Vkosode137
while she was bathing and asked “Whose robe is this?”
One of the female attendants present said, “It belongs to Karaito.” Motosuke,
with great surprise, realized that the woman called Karaito was the daughter of
7H]XNDQR7DUǀDQGWKHUHIRUHRI/RUG.LVR’s clan, and was undoubtedly a
woman aiming to kill his lord Yoritomo. He went to the palace to tell Yoritomo.
Seeing him, Yoritomo exclaimed, “What is this, Motosuke? Aren’t you in charge
of the bath?”
Motosuke responded by saying “I found a treasure while performing my
duties at the bath. Please take a look, sir.” Yoritomo looked at it and replied,
“Well, this is very strange. This is the dagger called Chiyakui, an important
heirloom of the Kiso clan. How did you find this?”
Motosuke said, “I found this beneath the robe of the palace woman, Karaito.
7KHRQHFDOOHG.DUDLWRLVWKHGDXJKWHURI7H]XNDQR7DUǀ.DQD]DVKLQR
0LWVXPRULRI7H]XNDQR7DUǀDFORVHUHWDLQHURI/RUG.LVR6KHLVXQGRXEWHGO\
136
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someone who will try to take your life, my lord. It is most careless of you to have
her serve close to you.”
Yoritomo listened with great surprise, and commanded Motosuke, “Summon
Karaito here!” which Motosuke did. Karaito came into Yoritomo’s presence.
Yoritomo looked at Karaito, and asked “Why are you wearing one of Lord Kiso’s
treasured items, the blade called Chiyakui?”
“This was given to me as a keepsake of my time serving Lord Kiso,” Karaito
responded. Yoritomo listened and thought this explanation odd because it was not
fitting that a woman be given such an heirloom; in any case, being concerned at
this, he said, “Entrust her to Matsugaoka-dono for safekeeping, Motosuke.”
Motosuke heard this and took Karaito with him to entrust to Matsugaoka.
Afterwards, Motosuke discovered the letter from Yoshinaka in Karaito’s
quarters, and presented it to Yoritomo. Yoritomo looked it over and, deciding that
it was a gift from heaven, placed it deep within the treasure house at Hachiman
Tsurugaoka shrine. Since Yoritomo said that Motosuke was his guardian spirit, he
was given ten thousand kan138 of land in the Ike estate in Musashi Province.139
Soon after that, Yoritomo once again asked for Karaito to be summoned.
Motosuke heard this and went to Matsugaoka to explain the matter. The abbess of
Matsugaoka140 listened, then angrily said, “Well, Yoritomo should become the
leader of Japan, but this will be difficult since he knows nothing of propriety and
138

Approximately 1190 square metres.
During the medieval period, a system of loyalty based on reward was
occurring, rather than loyalty for loyalty’s sake.
140
The text does not specify the sex of this character, but seeing as Karaito is a
woman, and the temple, Matsugaoka was established as a divorce temple for
women to seek refuge at, it is most likely that Matsugaoka-dono is an abbess, as
opposed to an abbot.
139
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laws. Listen well, Motosuke! Buddha created the Pure Land so as to save the
wicked. In this world, priests build Buddhist temples for this very same purpose.
For example, even if one and aims and draws a bow at their leader, or points and
draws a sword at their parents, or cuts off the heads of horses and cows, if they
feel remorse, then you should not blame them.
If you would still accuse her in this way, then it goes without saying that to
entrust her to me rather than giving her to a layperson, and to then say that you
accuse her, and ask for her back, is thoughtless, whether on your part, Motosuke,
or Yoritomo’s. Is it because I am in holy orders, or because I am a woman that
Yoritomo deliberately brings shame upon me? I shall bite off my tongue and die.”
There being nothing further to be done, Motosuke returned to Kamakura and
reported this. Yoritomo listened, and did not press the matter further, saying, “If
that’s how things are, then until Matsugaoka-dono’s anger has subsided, we will
leave Karaito there.”
Thereafter, Matsugaoka-dono, saying, “In any case, you, Karaito are someone
important, so it is not good to keep you in Kamakura. Go quickly to Shinano,”
sent Karaito quietly back to Shinano Province, accompanied by the temple
attendants on duty that day. Unfortunately, at a place called Rokusho in the
province of Musashi Karaito ran into KajiKDUD+HL]ǀ.DJHWRNL141 now on his way
back to Kamakura after spending one hundred days visiting the Numata estate in
.ǀ]XNH3URYLQFH142
141
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Recognizing Karaito, he said, “That person is Karaito, isn’t it? She’s an evil
person who tried to kill my master! Hey! Hey! Somebody come and seize her!” he
commanded, as those accompanying her scattered east and west. At that time
Kagetoki imprisoned Karaito and took her back to Kamakura, which was most
unfortunate. Without even returning home, Kagetoki went straight to Yoritomo’s
headquarters, and saying, “,KDYHDVRXYHQLUIRU\RXIURP.ǀ]XNH´KDQGHG
Karaito over to Yoritomo.
Yoritomo saw her and was overjoyed, and replied, “There is no better gift
than this! This conspiracy cannot have been arranged by one person alone, so
there must be others in Kamakura of high and low standing assisting her.
Investigate at Matsugasaki143 with a seventy-five point formal questionnaire,”144
he said to the warriors. Hearing of this, Matsugaoka-dono left for Kamakura in
her palanquin in order to kill Kajihara and die in the process. Hearing of this,
Yoritomo said, “Firstly, let’s drag her in here,” and [Karaito] was put into a stone
cave behind the palace. It is not even worth mentioning the disparity between
Yoritomo’s extremely good luck and Karaito’s extremely bad luck.
Karaito had an elderly mother over sixty years old and a twelve-year-old
daughter in Shinano province; Karaito had left for Kamakura around age eighteen,
and thought that her daughter would turn twelve this year. The daughter’s name
was Manju. In the province of Shinano Manju heard faint tidings that her mother
had been imprisoned in Kamakura, and saying, “What on earth has happened?”,
she gazed up into the heavens and prostrated herself on the ground, crying
143

Unclear. Possibly an error for Matsugaoka.
A PRQMǀ or WRLMǀ, a legal document requesting information from the defendant
in a lawsuit.
144
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uncontrollably. Fighting back her tears, Manju said, “If I were a bird, I would just
fly over. I wish I knew where she is.” The nun, Manju’s grandmother, overheard
and lamented, “My sadness is equal to yours. I can never see Karaito again.”
Manju went back to her room, put her clothes overtop of herself and cried and
cried, but later that evening, she called Sarashina, her wet nurse, and said, “Listen,
Sarashina. I have heard that my mother Karaito is imprisoned in Kamakura, in a
stone prison, and I will do anything it takes to get to Kamakura and find her.
Please come with me.” Sarashina listened, and cautioned, “We are only women,
so how are you going to ask the whereabouts of your parent, Manju?”
Manju listened and responded, “That is a meaningless question: if I go to
Kamakura and ask about Karaito, my mother, people will become suspicious. I
am thinking that if I work and serve Yoritomo, Lord Chichibu,145 or Lord Wada146
for three to five years, since I will be in Kamakura, why shouldn’t find out where
she is? What do you think, Sarashina?”
Sarashina, greatly impressed, replied “Even though you are so little, you feel
indebted to your mother, showing great filial piety. Even though I am a lowly
person, I will never forget my master’s kindness. I will accompany you to the end
of the fields and the depths of the mountains.” Manju listened, and, feeling very
strongly, thought that they ought to leave that very night, and should dress in
travel clothes. Manju’s travel costume that night consisted of a lined raw silk
kimono as the first layer, a chrysanthemum-dyed kosode that would add to the
auspiciousness of meeting her mother. Over that went twelve layers of deep
145

Hatakeyama Shigetada (1164-125), a senior minister in Yoritomo’s
government. Known as Chichibu for his landholdings in a place by that name.
146
Wada Yoshimori (1147-1213), a senior minister in Yoritomo’s government.
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purple fabric, and willow-green-coloured hakama, and she wore a lacquered reed
hat. Sarashina’s travel clothes that night consisted of a heavily patterned indigo
kimono with seven layers of dyed silk, and she wore just a simple pair of hemp
hakama. They placed various items into a cloth with a heavy pattern, and tied it
up, and with Sarashina carrying the bundle on her head, they then departed from
Tezuka no Sato.
Since neither Manju nor Sarashina knew where they were going, they got lost
at the end of a mountainous road and stood in a daze. Manju said, “Now listen,
Sarashina, I have heard that Kamakura is in the east, and I’ve also heard that the
sun and moon rise from the east and set in the west, so we should look to them.”
They did just that and used the moon as their guide until daybreak.
In Tezuka no Sato, many people had gathered because they had noticed
Manju’s absence; Manju’s grandmother, hearing of this, predicted that Manju had
left for Kamakura, and left on foot to try and stop her. The grandmother finally
caught up with them at a place called Ame no Miya in Shinano Province.
The grandmother embraced Manju and said, weeping, “Listen Manju, I am
sure that Karaito is already dead, and if you abandon me to go to Kamakura, it
will be like throwing yourself into the crocodile’s jaws. If Yoritomo, the Lord of
Kamakura, hears about you, he will kill you too, for being the daughter of the
hated Karaito! Please give up this idea!” Manju, hearing this, cried and explained,
“If I go to Kamakura and say that I am Karaito’s daughter and ask where she is,
people will suspect and doubt me. What I instead planned to do was to serve
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Yoritomo or Lord Wada or Lord Chichibu for two to three years in hopes that I
hear something that will allow me to find out where Mother is.”
Manju’s grandmother, listened and said, “If that is how things are, then there
is a temple near Kamakura called the Fujisawa-GǀMǀEXLOWE\a priest of the Ji
sect; since I have an acquaintance there, I should hide at Fujisawa-GǀMǀZKLOH\RX
go to Kamakura.” Manju, listened, then said, weeping, “Since this is a journey we
are making in secret, I can’t take many people with me, and if we were found out,
I would rather just throw myself into a river and leave this miserable world.” At
this, her grandmother said, “I heard that it is rare for a child to think so much of
her parents, but you have great filial piety, and so, I cannot hold you back.
Sarashina, I entreat you, please take good care of her.”
Sarashina listened and said, “Since I said I would accompany her, I would go
to the ends of the fields, to the depths of the mountains, into the fire and to the
bottom of the water [with her]; I would go in together with her and sink together
with her. Please set your mind at ease.” At this, the grandmother said, “If that’s
how things are, then take a man with you as far as Kamakura,” and sent a male
VHUYDQWQDPHG*RUǀPDUXZLWKWKHP6D\LQJWKHLUIDUHZHOOVWKH\SDUWHGDQGWKHUH
was no break in the tears that wet their sleeves as they went this way and that.
Manju and Sarashina departed from Ame no miya and passed through various
places, such as the village of Fukashi, whose name auspiciously suggests the
depth of the bond between parent and child. The smoke rising from the peak of
Asama was like the feelings that overflowed from their bodies; they passed by the
place called Iriyama, and also the post station of Tokiwa, well known LQ.ǀ]XNH
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Province. They prostrated themselves and prayed at Ichi no Omiya. When they
departed from Ninotamahara, they passed Mount Chichibu, a parent in name only,
and Sue no Matsuyama, the mountain of waiting. They made their way through
WKH.DVXPL%DUULHUDQGWKURXJKWKHYLOODJHRI,UXPDQR.ǀUL\DPDDQGWKURXJK
countless other villages. They passed Togami Plain, in Hoshi Valley, lit by
cloudless starlight, and arrived in Kamakura. They went to the Hachiman shrine at
Tsurugaoka, where Manju prayed. “Hail, Great Bodhisattva Hachiman, surpassing
all other gods: I heard that you were the god of filial piety, so please, please let
me see my mother, Karaito before her life, fleeting as the dew, comes to an end,”
she prayed wholeheartedly. She spent the night in seclusion at the shrine, and
when dawn came wrote a detailed letter to her grandmother, stating, “We got to
Kamakura safely. Please take care of your life. It is said that turtles whose lives
DUHFRPSOHWHPHHWLQ+ǀUDL147 and a certain poem says,
If you are alive, then you can see the autumn moon year by year, but if your
life disappears like dewdrops, then you will not see the moon anymore.148
So, Grandma, life is what is important. If your life is prolonged, you will
surely be able to see Karaito, and me, again.” She then signed the letter, “From
Manju in Kamakura to Grandma in Te]XND9LOODJH´DQGZKHQ*RUǀPDUXDUULYHG
at Tsurugaoka she told him, “This is as far as you will accompany us. Goodbye,”
and sent him back to Tezuka Village with the letter.
After that, Manju went to Yoritomo’s castle and asked to be taken into service
there. Yoritomo’s wife listened and questioned Manju, “Where are you from and
147
148

The land of the immortals in Chinese legend.
There is a similar poem in the 6KLQNRNLQVKǌ (1205).
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what is the name of your parents?” Manju listened and said, “My father is the
superintendent of the shrine at Rokusho149 in Musashi Province. I do not wish to
give you the name of my parents.” Hearing that, Yoritomo’s wife was concerned
that Manju would not name her parents, but she announced, “You will serve in the
Chamberlains’ Quarters,”150 and entrusted her to the senior female attendants. In
the Chamberlains’ Quarters, Manju worked extremely hard, taking on extra tasks
that others were asked to do, and because of her intense diligence, the other
attendants spoke admiringly of her, and Yoritomo’s wife favoured her. For the
first twenty days, when others were talking, Manju would pay close attention in
hopes of hearing Karaito’s name, but did not. When Manju was awake one night,
she said to her wet nurse, “Listen Sarashina! It has been more than twenty days,
and though I listen and listen, no one mentions Karaito’s name, which must mean
that she is not alive anymore. If she were still alive, no matter whether bad or
good, people would still gossip about her, but as nobody mentions her, she must
be dead. We spent thirty-two days coming here to visit her here, but cannot. How
sad!”, Manju cried, deep in despair. Sarashina got very angry and said, “When we
left Shinano, you said that you would stay in Kamakura for three to five years, but
after only twenty days, you are crying. When people see your tears, they will
certainly sentence you to death, and instead of staying here and suffering, I will
just go home to Shinano tomorrow and you will be on your own, Manju.” Manju
was greatly surprised and hugged Sarashina and wept, “In that case I will not cry
149

The shrine being referred to here is not actually in existence at the beginning
of the Kamakura period/ end of the Heian period.
150
-LMǌQRWVXERQH, probably here referring to the quarters for female attendants
who served the shogun’s wife.
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from now on. Please change your mind.” The two of them wept for the rest of the
night.
When dawn had broken, Manju went to the back of the castle and looked
around, where a lowly female servant came from somewhere and said, “Hey
Manju! You cannot enter into this simple gate.151 It is not allowed.” Hearing that,
Manju asked why that was prohibited, and the woman replied, “The female
attendant of Yoritomo, the person called Karaito, is kept in a stone prison, so from
here on, no matter if it is a man or a woman, no one is allowed to go in,” the
woman replied.
On hearing the name of Karaito, Manju was so happy, in fact, that if she were
snow, she would melt right then and there. She said to the other servant, “Oh
thank you for telling me that… I didn’t even dream of it!” She euphorically
returned to the castle, summoned Sarashina, “Be joyful! I just heard the
whereabouts of Karaito!” As she was speaking, she was once again overwhelmed
by tears. Sarashina also let flow tears of joy.
On the twentieth day of the Third Month, there was no one in the castle
because they all went to view the cherry blossoms in the mountains. Thinking that
tonight she would visit where her mother was, Manju sneaked out of the castle,
and when she saw the simple gate; as if it was a KǀEHQ, a gift from the god
Hachiman, there were no guards and the gate was slightly ajar. Manju was happy,
but she suspected that there could be others watching her, and there might be stray
dogs inside [the gate], and so she made Sarashina stand guard by the gate and
went in herself, looking here and there. The wind in the pines, blowing down
151

Kugimon, probably an abbreviated style of gate.
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from the sky, made a noise when it hit the bottom of a boulder that made her
suspect that there might be people there, so she would look, calming her nerves.
Around the middle of the hour of the boar152 on the twentieth day, the clouds
cleared from the sky, and she could see the moon a little bit. When she made her
way in to look into a small patch of pine trees, she could see the stone prison.
Feeling joyous, Manju approached it quickly and touched the prison door,
listening for any sounds on the other side. Karaito, hearing that someone was
there, said, weeping profusely, “Who is it at the door? Who is there? Is it a
monster or someone here to kill me? If you are a spirit messenger, then I want to
leave this miserable world.”153 Manju, hearing that, felt great pity, and put her
hand through a gap in the prison, taking her mother’s hand, and asked, weeping,
“Is this my mother’s hand? I am Manju. I’ve missed you.” She cried an ocean’s
worth of tears.
Hearing this, Karaito said, weeping profusely, “I left my daughter Manju in
Shinano, but know that she turns twelve this year. Is this a dream, reality, or a
vision? If it is a dream, wake me quickly. After waking, this will be bitter indeed.”
“Just as you said, I was in Shinano, but when I heard that you were a prisoner,
I came with the intention of changing places with you.” On hearing that, Karaito
again took Manju’s hand and shed tears of joy. Fighting back her tears, she said,
“Is your grandmother still well? I miss her.” Manju, hearing that said, “She is well,
so please set your mind at ease.”
Karaito asked, “Did you come by yourself?”
152

About eleven p.m.
The same phrase that is used my Manju with her grandmother, pages 133 and
138 of the original text.
153
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Manju listened and replied, “I brought Sarashina with me.”
Karaito then asked, “Where are you hiding, Sarashina?”
Manju said, “I made her wait by the gate, because I was worried about being
seen.”
Finally Manju brought Sarashina to see Karaito. Karaito looked at her and
said, “It’s been so long since I’ve seen you, Sarashina. You must have been
moved by my situation. As for Manju, it makes sense that she would come up and
see me because we are parent and child, but you are just a wet nurse, not a family
member, so it is most unexpected for you to come up this way. Since olden days,
there have been servants who would visit their master who is flourishing, but I
have never heard of such a servant who would visit a downtrodden master in
previous generations, or in generations to come.” The tears that both of them shed
were like falling rain. After that, Karaito, holding back her tears, said, “For you
and I, alive and in the world, that we could see each other… my worldly
attachment has been cleared. Sarashina, I beseech you: please take [Manju] back
to Shinano.”
Manju listened, and said, weeping, “Since I have left Shinano, I have thought
only of being your replacement. I absolutely will not return to Shinano.”
“In that case”, said Karaito, crying, “Don’t visit me frequently. If people find
this out, then being my child, you will be sent to death or exiled before me, so be
very careful to hide your identity.”
“If I don’t name my province,” replied Manju, weeping, “then there will be
no person who will find out.”
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The night was ending and so they said goodbye, and Manju and Sarashina
returned to the castle. Along the way, Manju stopped in town and sold her kosode,
and it was touching how she and Sarashina took turns visiting [Karaito] in secret
and so looked after her for nine months.
On the second day of the First Month of the following year, a strange incident
occurred in the Lion Room where Yoritomo normally prayed.154 Six young pine
trees sprang up with their roots in the edge of the tatami mats. Yoritomo found
this to be extremely disturbing and said, “This kind of plant should normally have
roots in the soil, but these do on the edge of the tatami. These are very suspicious.
Does this mean that there is trouble in Kamakura, or is it a bad omen for me
personally? Summon the diviner.”155
Abe no Nakamochi, a well-known diviner in Kamakura at that time, was
summoned and questioned. “Listen well, Nakamochi. In the Lion Room where I
always pray, overnight, six little pine trees sprang up. Please divine whether this
indicates a disturbance in Kamakura, in Japan, or if it is a bad omen meant for me.”
Abe no Nakamochi listened, and made an auspicious divination: “Well, it is
said that the reeds and the bush clover often extend the life of their flowers.
However, the peach tree in the garden of the Queen Mother of the West156 only
blooms and bears fruit once every three thousand years. No one has seen it. One
hears that it can take eight thousand years for the leaves of the camellia to renew

154

Shishinoma --- this is similar to the word for the high seat of the Buddha, the
Shishi no za.
155
2QP\ǀML, yin-yang diviner.
156
;L:DQJPX-6HLǀEǀDIHPDOHGHLW\DVVRFLDWHGZLWK'DRLVP
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themselves, and eight thousand years for some grasses to grow.157 However, a
thousand years of life are not granted to the twin-trunked pine trees. Well, the
Lord of Kamakura will live for millennia and Kamakura will surely prosper for
six thousand years. For something so auspicious, you should move the branches
of the twin-trunked pine158 to the enclosure within the jeweled fence at
TsurugaoND6KULQHPDNLQJLWORRNOLNH+ǀUDLDQGEULQJWZHOYHJHQWOHZRPHQ
and have them sing LPD\ǀ; if you do so, the favour of the gods will be deep, and
you will have good fortune.”
Yoritomo thought intently about it and decided to move the six pines to
within the jeweled fence at Tsurugaoka Shrine and assemble twelve gentle
ZRPHQ7KHILUVWZRPHQFKRVHQZDV6HQMǌQRPDH159 daughter of the wealthy
brothel-NHHSHU7HJRVKL7KHVHFRQGZRPDQZDVIURP7ǀWǀPLSURYLQce, the
GDXJKWHURI<X\D-LMǌ As for the third, she was Kamezuru of the Kise River, and
the fourth was the daughter to wealthy Yamashita, from Sagami, Toragozen. The
fifth performer was a VKLUDE\ǀVKL called ‘Peony’, from near the Iruma River in
Musashi. There were eleven women, starting with these.
It has been said that Kamakura is broad, but a twelfth girl was lacking, and
was searched for here and there. After this, Sarashina, drew close to Manju and
said, “You are beautiful and skilled at LPD\ǀ, so you should go to this event and
sing LPD\ǀ, Manju!” Manju listened and said, “Instead of regular LPD\ǀ, this time,
it will be a special kind for an auspicious event, so how can I possibly do it? I
157

This is referring to Zhuangzi.
Referring here to the pines growing in the tatami.
159
She appears in volume ten of the Heike monogatari as one of Yoritomo’s
female attendants, skilled in song and dance.
158
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won’t even think about doing it.” Sarashina grew very angry at this, and said, “If
you sing LPD\ǀ at this kind of event, you will surely be rewarded.” So saying, she
went to talk to an attendant of Yoritomo’s wife about Manju’s abilities. The
attendant told Yoritomo’s wife and Yoritomo himself. Yoritomo was greatly
overjoyed, and since he wanted to look at Manju, he summoned her to an
audience, saw her, and was very pleased. Yoritomo’s wife gave Manju a twelvelayered kimono. As it was, Manju was beautiful, but once she wore that, there was
no equal to her.
$UHSOLFDRI0RXQW+ǀUDLZDVEXLOWLQfront of the shrine on the fifteenth day
of the First Month, and to the left of the shrine building were Yoritomo’s seat and
WKRVHRIWKHJUHDWHUDQGOHVVHUORUGVRIWKHHLJKWSURYLQFHVRI.DQWǀVDLGWR
number eight hundred and eight in all. Then to the right were the seats for
Yoritomo’s mother and wife, and after them the seats for the wives of the great
ORUGVRIWKHHLJKWSURYLQFHVRI.DQWǀWKHQVHDWVIRURWKHUKLJK-ranking ladies.
There was an uncountable number of seats in the end. So many came from
Kamakura, all of the noble and lowly alike, that there was not even enough room
at Tsurugaoka for horses to stand. Twelve shrine maidens and seventy-five shrine
attendants performed kagura. The first lady came out and began performing her
LPD\ǀ after the crowd was cheering and continued with “Journey down the Sea
Road: 160 “One may gaze in the unclouded light of the night moon at Mount
ƿVDND>EXW@WKHEULGJHDW.DUDKDVKLLQ6HWDWKHYLOODJHRI1RMLWKHKD]HFORXGLQJ
160

The LPD\ǀ consists largely of the names of famous places between Mount
ƿVDNDQHDUWKHFDSLWDODQG.DPDNXUDIUHTXHQWO\DFFRPSDQLHGE\VRPHNLQGRI
wordplay. It also appears in chapter ten the McCullough translation of the Heike
monogatari.
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over Kagami, Mirror Mountain, and the thatched eaves of the gatehouse at Fuwa
Barrier are the dreams of fleeting sleep; one wakes at the station at Same no I,
Waking Well, then the insects lose their power at Owari, and, like the Eight
Bridges like spiders’ legs that span the three rivers of Mikawa, one’s thoughts
may go here and there. Like the small boat that moves without being poled on the
ULVLQJWLGHDW+DPDQD%ULGJHLQ7ǀWǀPLZKHUHRQHYLVLWVIULHQGVDQGVWUDQJHUVDV
the boat is rowed so may one think longingly of things. One passes Hikima
Station, where one draws a horse as one might draw bows of spindle tree or
zelkova, Sayo no Nakayama, Mountain of the Night, and Seto, and as one goes
along, passing the path on Mount Utsu overgrown with vines, and Tegoshi, if one
pushes open the gate at Kiyomi Barrier, where the moon is clear, and looks at the
dawn sky, surely Mount Fuji’s smoke will trail in the sky. One sees in a dream
those splendid people in the capital, who emerge during this reign like the
province of Izu; [like] the jeweled box of Urashima is Mount Hakone, which one
regrets opening. When one comes to Mount Kamakura and looks, surely there is
Tsurugaoka, so called for its one-thousand-year cranes and one-thousand-year
pine trees, all of which are auspicious.” The second performer was Kamezuru of
Kisegawa, who sang “Dyed Bush Clover”: “The beach reeds at Ise, the reeds of
Naniwa; though there are said to be many names of the grasses of Mount
Kamakura and the Plain of Musashi, surely none can match the Dyed Bush
Clover.” The third was -LMǌGDXJKWHURI<X\DZKRGDQFHGWKHJDJDNXGDQFH
“Great Peace.” The fourth was Peony, of the Iruma River, who sang “Broken
Inkstone.”
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The fifth performer was Manju, in the kimono given to her by Yoritomo’s
wife. Since it was her thirteenth spring, she was wearing the twelve-layered robe
and had turned back both her flower-like sleeves; when she came out from the
musicians’ room she looked just like a bush warbler flapping its wings from
within a blossoming tree. This sight superseded everything else. Suddenly, she
started singing: “One hears of the Seven Valley Villages of Kamakura. The
people who live in the valley of the plum, the first to bloom in spring, or the
folding fan valley, have cool hearts. [There is the] valley where the dew settles on
the reeds in autumn, and the valley of the turtles unchanging for ten thousand
years beneath the snow that falls into the spring; the standing waves of Yuhi
Beach, where the cranes call to each other in withered voices, continue to Iishima
and Enoshima. The auspicious deity Benzaiten at Enoshima came bearing
precious jewels of virtue measureless as the sea. May our lord’s reign last until
pebbles grow into boulders and moss grows on them, and may the auspicious
Manzairaku dance at the twin-trunked pine of Takasago extend your life.
'RQJIDQJ6KXROLYHGQLQHWKRXVDQG\HDUV8GGDND5ƗPDSXWWDOLYHGHLJKW\
thousand years, and Vimalakirti lived one thousand years. The peach tree in the
garden of the Queen Mother of the West is said to bloom and bear fruit only once
per three thousand years, but this is unlikely to be the case for the twin-trunked
pine. You, Yoritomo, are supposed to live for millennia and prosper for six
thousand years, and for such happy circumstances, I humbly give you this branch
from the twin-trunked pine and wish you infinite good fortune, happiness and joy.”
She was waving a branch of pine over her head, and dancing against an all-white
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backdrop, and while dancing, she danced toward Yoritomo two or three or four or
five times; seeing this, YoritoPRVWRRGXSQHDU0RXQW+ǀUDLZHDULQJKLVFRXUW
hat and a short sword with a white sheath and gold fittings, and threw up the
white backdrop, and stepped out, saying, “Since I am in such happy
circumstances, perhaps you will give me a branch of the twin-trunked pine.”
Yoritomo had always excelled at LPD\ǀ, and danced all of the different steps
[along with Manju], singing “Flowing Fans” all the way to the end. While
dancing, the flower-like sleeves of Manju overlapped with the sleeves of
Yoritomo’s hunting robe again and again, and as they danced two or three or four
or five times, even though there was no wind, the jewelled door to the shrine
rattled and suddenly opened, as if Hachiman was listening too. Then the bamboo
blinds at all eight hundred and eight seats rattled noisily, and the crowd of people,
high and low, was in an uproar. Thereafter, Yoritomo went back into his seat as
Manju returned to the musicians’ room. “Somebody take care of it. Settle this
down,” ordered Yoritomo. It is said that he did not sing any more LPD\ǀ, but had
a drinking party until the evening of that spring day. When that day ended,
everyone returned home to Kamakura.
The next day, Yoritomo summoned Manju and praised her extraordinary gift,
exclaiming that she sang wonderfully. He then proceeded to ask her where she
was from and who her parents are, as he wished to send them gifts. Manju
listened and thought, that she did not want to tell, but realised that if she did not
tell him now she was unlikely to have a better chance, so she determinedly told
him, “My mother is Karaito, in the stone prison at the back of his palace. She left
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when I was four, but in the spring of last year news of her becoming your prisoner
reached me in the province of Shinano, and I did not know what to do, so I came
here thinking that I could exchange her life for mine. As the gift you offered me
for my LPD\ǀ performance this time, please take my life instead of my mother’s.”
Hearing this, Yoritomo was shocked, and could not speak for some time. He
finally said, “So, Karaito is your mother? I never thought of saving Karaito, even
if the head of a raven became white or even if a horse grew a horn, but compared
to the joy your performance has given me, I do not regret giving up anything. If
Karaito is still alive, then bring her quickly and let Manju take her,” he
proclaimed. Motosuke said, “I understand,” tore down the stone prison, and
brought Karaito, who had been in the prison for more than two years, with him to
the palace garden and handed her over to Manju. Manju felt nothing short of
intense joy. She embraced her mother tightly and both shed tears of happiness.
Starting with Yoritomo, his mother, wife, and all the samurai who were present
said, “Amongst people’s treasures, there is no treasure greater than a child. It is
truly strange that Manju didn’t take into account that she is only a woman, only
twelve to thirteen years old, and came to rescue her mother who was in the
crocodile’s lair.” Saying this, everyone was moved to tears.
Afterwards, Yoritomo, wanting to give Manju gifts, granted her ten thousand
kan of land in the province of Shinano, at Tezuka no Sato. A thousand U\ǀ in gold
and a thousand bolts of Fuji cotton were sent from his wife to Manju’s lodging.
The gift from Yoritomo’s mother was gold dust worth five hundred U\ǀ and a
WKRXVDQGPHDVXUHVRIWKHILQHVW0LQRVLON7KHQQXPHURXVGDLP\ǀLQ.DPDNXUD
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also wanted to give Manju gifts, and did so. After that, Yoritomo, taking his leave
of them, said, “I would like to keep you in Kamakura, Manju, but your mother’s
heart is fierce, so please hurry home to Shinano.”
Manju was overjoyed and took Karaito with her back to Shinano. While it had
taken Manju and Sarashina thirty-two days to get to Kamakura, it took them only
five days to return home. When they arrived in Tezuka Village and went to see
Manju’s grandmother, she was greatly ill and was lying down crying that now
was it that she could not go on, and it was then that Manju said, “Grandmother!
Manju and Karaito are back! We are here!” The grandmother saw them, parent
and child, and cried tears and tears of joy, soon followed by everyone in the
family.
Because Manju was pious to her parent(s), the Great Bodhisattva Hachiman
of Tsurugaoka granted favours to her and she was able to sing LPD\ǀand got land
and saved her mother, who was imprisoned for two years. It has been said that
Manju received great treasures, and her children flourished too. One hears that it
was all because of Manju’s filial piety. Everyone who hears this thinks it is a
joyful story. Everyone!!
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